In this paper, we present a software framework, SπRITROOT, which is capable of track reconstruction and analysis of heavy-ion collision events recorded with the SπRIT time projection chamber. The track-fitting toolkit GENFIT and the vertex reconstruction toolkit RAVE are applied to a box-type detector system. A pattern recognition algorithm which performs helix track finding and handles overlapping pulses is described. The performance of the software is investigated using experimental data obtained at the Radioactive Isotope Beam Facility (RIBF) at RIKEN. This work focuses on data from 132 Sn + 124 Sn collision events with beam energy of 270 AMeV. Particle identification is established using dE/dx and magnetic rigidity, with pions, hydrogen isotopes, and helium isotopes. (G. Jhang) in a future paper. The main focus of this paper is on the reconstruction of tracks.
Introduction
The bulk properties of nuclear matter are described by the nuclear equation of state (EoS) [1] . Uncertainty in the nuclear EoS arises due to the symmetry energy contribution, which results from isospin asymmetry, defined as δ = (N − Z)/(N + Z), with N and Z being the number of neutrons and protons of the system. The SAMURAI Pion-Reconstruction and Ion-Tracker (SπRIT) Time Projection Chamber (TPC) [2] was designed to study the symmetry energy of the compressed nuclear matter at the Radioactive Isotope Beam Factory (RIBF) at RIKEN. Promising observables for symmetry energy are collective flow [3] of the charged particles and π − /π + yield ratios [4] .
Data collected by TPCs are unique to the event types, detector properties, and the DAQ system and electronics employed for the detector. It is essential to develop a reconstruction software fit for each unique experiment [5] [6] [7] . SπRITROOT is a software framework developed to analyze for a series of SπRIT-TPC experiments. It is based on the FairRoot [8] framework and ROOT [9] package and is composed of two main parts: one for simulation and the other for reconstruction. The simulation part using Monte Carlo events with GEANT4 will be described Figure 1 : Event display of a typical 132 Sn+ 124 Sn collision event. The pad plane on the top of the TPC is shown with the amount of charge of the event projected to each pad. The effective dimensions of the pad plane, and the height of the gas volume are indicated. The magnetic field is produced parallel to the negative y-axis while the electric field is anti-parallel to the magnetic field. Fig. 1 , which also indicates the coordinate system used throughout this paper. The wires run parallel to the x-axis, and are located just below the pad plane, which is situated at the top of the field cage. The pad plane consists of 108 rows (each row runs along the z-axis) and 112 layers (each layer runs along the x-axis) of pads. Each pad is 7.5 mm in x, and 11.5 mm in z, with a 0.5 mm gap between neighboring pads. The target is centered at 13.2 mm upstream of the pad plane, 205 mm below the pad plane.
The Generic Electronics for TPC (GET) readout system is employed to read out signals from the pad plane [14, 15] . The charge on each pad is read out with a 25 MHz sampling rate, corresponding to a 40 ns width for each sample, which we call a time bucket (tb). Each channel can store up to 512 tb per event. The shaping time of the amplifier is set to 117 ns. The dynamic range was chosen to be 120 fC so that the dE/dx range covers pions, hydrogen isotopes, helium and lithium isotopes after software corrections [16] .
The TPC field cage is filled with P10 gas, a mixture of Ar(90%) and CH 4 (10%), with a magnetic field of 0.5 T oriented along the positive y-axis and an electric field of 124.7 V/cm oriented along the negative y-axis. The electron drift velocity in such conditions was calculated to be 5.54 cm/µs using MAGBOLTZ v11.9 [17] simulations. The experimental value for drift velocity was obtained by comparing the measured yposition difference between TPC cathode plate and beam with the corresponding time difference measured by the readout electronics, resulting in a measured drift velocity around 5.54(1) cm/µs for the 132 Sn + 124 Sn system.
Pulse Shape Analysis
The SπRIT-TPC measures events with charged particle track multiplicity ranging from 30 to 70 tracks, which form a common vertex near the target region. The track density in the re-gion near the target can be quite high; therefore, pads in this region likely contains the sum of several overlapping signals from several tracks, as shown in Fig. 2 . The fast pulse fitting algorithm described in this section is developed to analyze such complex overlapping tracks.
The pulse shape was found to be stable regardless of particle type, drift length, and data type (i.e., cosmic data or nuclear collision data). Therefore a standard reference pulse shape was extracted from pads that contained only a single pulse with amplitude ranging from 1000 to 3000 ADC channels. The peak amplitudes of each pulse were normalized to one, and the peak position in time (of all the pulses) were aligned to an arbitrary reference time. After calculating the average of the normalized pulses, a reference pulse shape, f ref (tb), was calculated with which we could use to fit the time bucket spectra of each pad.
The start time of a hit in the TPC is defined to be the time at which the pulse achieves 5 % of its peak value. The measured peaking time of the reference pulse is around 4.3 tb (172 ns) which defines the time duration from 5 % to 100 % of its peak amplitude.
In the fast pulse fitting algorithm, a pulse is parameterized by its amplitude and start time. The algorithm works in a time sequence; starting from the first time bucket and stepping through the time spectrum until a pulse is found by identifying a peak. The spectrum is then fitted using the reference pulse in the peaking time range with the minimum χ 2 fit method. The fitted pulse is subtracted from the raw spectrum. This process is repeated until the end of the time buckets.
The single hit finding efficiency, given below in Eq. 1, is calculated by comparing the total number of pads that a track pass through directly, n total , and the number of hits reconstructed in a track among these pads, n reco . The efficiency is found to be By checking for reconstructed hits of two track events, we can count the number of pads which reconstruct both hits, n 1,2 , to the number of pads containing only the first hit, n 1 . The twohit separation efficiency is then defined as
The hit separation distance is calculated using information from pads that should contain pulses from two reconstructed tracks. The expected arrival time at the pad plane of the first and second pulses are calculated from the track fit parameters and referred to as y 1 and y 2 , where y 1 > y 2 . The difference between these values defines the hit separation distance, d sep = y 1 − y 2 . The two-hit separation efficiency given by Eq. 2 is estimated as a function of the hit separation distance between two consecutive pulses, d sep , and is shown in Fig. 3 . The data in Fig. 3 is fitted with
where max , d 0 and δ d are the fit parameters. The efficiency saturates to max = 98 % because of the uncertainty in the reference pulse shape. Due to low efficiencies to identify multiple tracks, we do not reconstruct tracks in the region with the highest track densities near the target.
Track Finding
Finding tracks from a set of hits collected by the PSA task requires pattern recognition (PR) algorithms to sort and group all the hits that belong to a particular track. A charged particle moving inside a magnetic field follows a helical trajectory; thus we limit our search to finding helical tracks inside the TPC. Finding which subset of hits makes a unique helix is a massive comparison process, therefore a fast helix tracking method was developed by implementing a Riemann circular fit method [18, 19] , and a Point Of Closest Approach (POCA) approximation.
We introduce the helix track parameterization and POCA approximation in section 4.1, the overall work flow of track building in section 4.2, and the fast helix fit method in section 4.3. 
Helix track parameterization
We parameterize a closed-end helix track with the centralaxis in the y direction by the following 9 parameters:
• Helix center x h = (x h , z h ) of the circle projected onto the pad plane,
• Helix radius R h of the projected circle,
• Polar angle of the helix α being the parametric angle defining the x and z values (values at the two end points of the helix are defined as α tail and α head , respectively):
• Slope parameter s h and y-offset y h , which describe the linear relation between the polar angle α and the y-position of the helix:
• The track window ∆ ρ and ∆ τ of the two axis ρ and τ, which are described below.
The dip angle describing the angle between the track momentum and the pad plane is defined by
To simplify helix track parameterization, we employ the helicoid coordinate system as shown in Fig. 4 . The helicoid coordinate is defined by choosing the first axis to be the radial axiŝ ρ from the helix center, the second axis as the helix pathˆ , and the last axisτ is normal to bothˆ andρ. The transformation from the point x i with corresponding α i is given by where
Here we approximate POCA to (ρ, τ, ) poca = (0, 0, i ) so that the values ρ i and τ i correspond to the shortest distance from the track in each axis. One can calculate the closest distance directly from these values, but it is more useful to express them by separate parameters. The Root Mean Square (RMS) values RMS(ρ) track and RMS(τ) track of hits in a track refer directly to the window of the helix track as given in Eqs. 11 and 12. These RMS values typically range from 1 to 5 mm.
Track building algorithm
Typically the collision events in the SπRIT-TPC have a high track density around the target position, whereas at the far side of the TPC, the track density is much lower due to the outgoing emission angles and the presence of the magnetic field that separates the tracks by their magnetic rigidity. The challenging task of event reconstruction can be simplified by starting the tracking at the end of the tracks and iteratively working back toward the collision vertex.
The flow chart of the track building algorithm is shown in Fig. 5 . For the first step, the event-map containing all reconstructed hits is created. The event-map is sophisticated in that for a given position it will find the corresponding pad and its neighboring pads, where each of those pads contains reconstructed hits.
The hits are classified into three group of flags: free-hits, which have not participated in track building, used-hits, which participate in track building, and track-hits, which have been collected as part of a track. While initially all hits are flagged as a free-hit, hits that are collected during the process of track building are flagged as a track-hit. After a track is successfully built, track-hits are removed from the event-map. If the trackbuild fails, track-hits are returned to the event-map and flagged as used-hit. This type of flag is essential to prevent track building from starting in island of isolated hits which cannot be built into a good track: e.g., the used-hits of star markers in Fig. 5 .
In this track building algorithm only one track is built at a time. The first hit of a track is selected by choosing the farthest hit from the target among free-hits in the event-map. The track is then built in four stages: Initialization, Continuum, Extrapolation and Confirmation. In each stage, candidate hits are searched from the neighboring pads and from pads that are near the extrapolated track. If a candidate hit falls into the track window ∆ ρ,τ , the hit is added to the track and the track parameters are updated by track fitting.
In the Initialization stage, hits from neighboring pads are collected and the track length is calculated with linear fit of the track. This stage fails if the track length is smaller than 2.5 × RMS(ρ) track with at most 15 hits.
In the Continuum stage, all hits from neighboring pads that fit into the track window ∆ ρ,τ are added. The area surrounded by the dotted line in Fig. 5 shows the range of track window ∆ ρ . The radius of the helix must be larger than 25 mm at the end of this stage.
The Extrapolation stage works in the same way as the Continuum stage, but the candidate hits are added by extrapolating the track across regions where there may be no hits, until the track extrapolation reaches the boundary of TPC volume. Discontinuities in the track can be caused by low gain regions or saturated regions where little to no charge was extracted, resulting in a broken track.
Finally, in the Confirmation stage, the hits are compared with the helix parameter set until no more hits are removed or added.
After a track is built, a new cycle begins with remaining free-hits in the event-map. The process is repeated until the event-map no longer contains free-hits.
Fast helix fit via Riemann fit
The helix parameters introduced in section 4.1 are used in many places throughout the software. For example, it will be shown in section 5 that the guide line of hit clusterization is based on the path and direction of the track, which are determined with the helix parameters. Also, the parameters are used as the initial values of momentum tracks are fitted with GEN-FIT. Most importantly, an update of the track window is required in every track building step which is why the fast helix fit is crucial in this software.
In this section we describe fast helix fit via Riemann circle fit which can find the three circle parameters x h = (x h , z h ) and R h among the helix parameter set. The slope and offset parameters s h and y h can be determined with a standard linear fit and the remaining parameters, the polar angles at the end of helix (α head and α tail ), can be found with the POCA method.
The χ 2 fit of the circle is known as a non-linear problem. We simplify the problem by implementing the so-called Riemann circle fit [18, 19] . This method uses the fact that the plane fit is a linear problem and that the circle in the pad plane uniquely maps onto a circle on the sphere. The circle on a sphere uniquely defines a plane which can be solved by Orthogonal Distance Regression (ODR) method. The sphere used in the Riemann circle fit which sits right on top of pad plane is called the Riemann sphere. Figure 6 shows the the explicit steps of the Riemann circle fit.
Riemann sphere Figure 6 : The steps of the Riemann fit process are shown with the Riemann sphere sitting on the pad plane. Firstly, the black hit points (1) on the pad plane are projected onto the Riemann sphere surface as shown by the blue points (2). Next, a plane is fitted to the projected points (3) . The intersection of the Riemann sphere and fit-plane defines the blue circle (4). Finally, the blue circle is projected back to the pad plane, resulting in the red circle line (5) .
The center and radius of the Riemann sphere are chosen to be x R = x hit + R Rŷ and R R = 2σ 2 hit , respectively, where x hit and σ 2 hit are the mean and variance of the hit position in the pad plane. These parameters are chosen so that the projected points are widely distributed on the surface of the sphere.
The fit starts by mapping data points onto the Riemann sphere by stereo-graphic projection. The intersection of the sphere and line connecting the hit to the north-pole of the sphere defines the projected points x map , which can be written as
with mean-subtracted position [x] = x− x and effective radius r eff = [x hit ] 2 + [z hit ] 2 2R R . As the next step, a plane is fitted to the points on the Riemann sphere. The solution is given by solving the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the matrix
where X i = √ q i x map,i − x map with hit charge q. By choosing the smallest eigenvalue, the corresponding eigenvector becomes the normal vectorn of the fit-plane P defined byn · x = k, where k is the distance from the origin to the plane P . The cross section of the the Riemann sphere and plane P defines a cut circle C . The circle fit of the original hit distribution C is found by the inverse projection of a circle C . The sketch of the inverse projection is shown in Fig. 7 to explain the geometrical meaning of each of the components in the paragraph. We start by finding the highest-y point x + and lowest-y point x − of a circle C . The inverse projection of these two points x ± define the endpoints of the line that becomes the diameter of the circle C. Since the two eigenvectorsl andm from the first and second largest eigenvalues of matrix A always lie in the plane P , a unit vector 
Therefore, the points x ± and x ± are written as
where d is the distance from the center of the Riemann sphere to the plane P ; d = |n · x R − k|. Finally, the helix parameters defined as
Hit Clusterization
The mean value of the hit distribution perpendicular to the track's trajectory gives the best estimate of the center of the track. Although the pad size is only 7.5 mm × 11.5 mm, we can significantly improve the position resolution, which is needed to reconstruct accurate momentum, by grouping clusters of hits together, either in the same row (row-cluster) or in the same layer (layer-cluster).
The classification of clusters are determined by the crossing angle of the track ξ, defined as the angle between track momentum and the layer (or z-axis) of the pad plane as shown in Fig. 8 :
The hit cluster charge Q is given by the sum of hit charges. The hit cluster position (along the direction of clustering) is determined by averaging charge-weighted positions of each hit in the cluster; the perpendicular coordinate is set to the center of the pad. For example, if hits are being clustered in a layer (x-direction), the x-position is the weighted mean value of the hits and the z-position is set to the z-position of the center of that layer, and vice versa for row clustering.
The position error of each cluster was estimated from the residual distribution of the cluster's position to the position of the reconstructed track. The errors can be written separately depending on the type of hit clusters as given in Eqs. 22 and 23.
σ row = 1.73 mm, σ y (θ), σ row,z (ξ) ,
σ layer = σ layer,x (ξ), σ y (θ), 3.46 mm .
The error in a cluster's position mainly depends on the dip angle θ and the crossing angle ξ which are shown in Fig. 9 . The effect of electron diffusion is expected to be enhanced at large θ because the effect on neighboring pads increases the width of the pulse shape. The same effect is expected for ξ as it approaches the angle |ξ| = 45 • and |ξ| = 135 • because hit clusters are formed in the plane of ξ = 0 for row-clusters and ξ = 90 • for layer-clusters. On the other hand, saturation of σ row,z at ξ > 65 • and σ layer,x at ξ < 10 • is seen which is an effect of the pad response function [16] . The constant components σ layer,z and σ row,x come from the standard deviation of the uniform distribution where the width of the distribution is the width of the pad. The energy loss per unit length, dE/dx (ADC/mm), can be calculated for each hit cluster that is used for the particle identification analysis discussed in section 8. The energy loss dE is defined as the hit cluster charge Q and the length dx is calculated from the path length of the track in the cluster box range as shown in Fig. 8 .
Momentum reconstruction
The momentum reconstruction is performed on the hit clusters using GENFIT [10] . GENFIT is able to perform fits on the hit clusters in 3-dimensions with a Kalman fitter algorithm [20] , stepping through the various materials while calculating the energy loss and next point along the way leading to momentum reconstruction. The hit cluster position along with its error, gas properties and magnetic field map availiable in ref. [21] are provided as input. The accuracy in determining the particle momentum from the reconstructed tracks is affected by both the E × B effect due to the magnetic field inhomogeneity and the space charge caused by unreacted beam particles traversing the active gas volume of the TPC [22] . These effects are best evaluated with Monte Carlo simulations which are currently underway and will be the subject of a future publication. Nonetheless, we can evaluate the transverse momentum resolution using a cocktail particle beam of deuterons and tritons at momentum around 1700 MeV/c taken during the experiment. The resolution is 1.5 % for deuteron and 2 % for tritons as shown by the symbols in Fig. 10 . The measured resolution is very closed to the predicted values as shown by the solid curves.
The track fit is verified with the p-value, the χ 2 and the Number of Degrees of Freedom (NDF). The p-value is the probability transform of the track fit defined by the cumulative distribution function of the χ 2 :
where m = NDF/2. The distribution of p-value and χ 2 /NDF are shown in Fig. 11 and 12 , respectively. The resulting hit cluster residual is shown in Fig. 13 . 
Vertex reconstruction
Determining position information for the primary vertices is essential for selecting on-target events, selecting primary tracks, and improving momentum resolution. The C++ package RAVE [11] is used for vertex reconstruction in the SπRIT-TPC. RAVE is the optimized vertex reconstruction tool for high multiplicity events developed by the CMS community [23] . We used the Adaptive Vertex Fitter (AVF) [24] among other fitters for the reconstruction of a vertex. The AVF is an iterative weighted Kalman filter, which will assign a weight to each track, ignoring outlier tracks. The user parameters for the implementation of RAVE are adjusted as explained in Ref. [11] .
The position distribution of reconstructed vertices along the beam axis is shown in Fig. 14. Peaks corresponding to the position of the beam pipe window, the entrance of the TPC structure, and the target are clearly visible, followed by active-target type events in the P10 gas. The occurrence of active-target events decreases along the beam axis, as a result of the trigger condition set by the Kyoto Multiplicity Array [25] which consists of a total of 60 scintillators, placed on both sides of the SπRIT-TPC.
The target vertex resolution is plotted as a function of the track multiplicity in Fig. 15 . Note that the target thickness in the z-axis is 0.8 mm. The reconstructed vertex position from RAVE for on-target events was used to obtain the z component of the position resolution σ vertex,z , while the transversal components of the position resolution σ vertex,x and σ vertex,y was evaluated by comparing with data from beam line detectors. The overall position resolution of the primary vertex improves with track multiplicity.
As a probability projection of tracks belonging to the reconstructed vertex, the track weight of the AVF is shown in Fig. 16 . 
Particle Identification
To identify particle species, the truncated mean of energy loss per unit length, dE/dx , and the magnetic rigidity, p/Z (momentum divided by charge), is used. The dE/dx distribution of charged particles in the gas can be described by the Landau function which is also known as the straggling function [26] . The most reliable parameter to represent the dE/dx distribution of the tracks is the most-probable value. However, the number of hit clusters is usually not enough to reconstruct the complete dE/dx distribution function. Moreover, rare single-collisions sometimes leave with high energy loss, and it distorts the straggling function. Therefore, the truncated mean of dE/dx is preferred to the most-probable value in the TPC analysis. For SπRIT-TPC, the mean energy loss per unit length dE/dx is calculated by truncating the highest 30 % of the dE/dx values of hit clusters. The disadvantage of this method is that the total dE/dx spectrum does not follow the empirical Bethe-Bloch formula when compared to the particles with different charges, because the width of the straggling function is significantly modified depending on the charge number Z.
In correlation plot between dE/dx and magnetic rigidity, pions, hydrogen isotopes, and helium isotopes can be identified. The clouds of electrons and positrons are also observed below the π ± distributions. The red curves in Fig. 17 is guided with the empirical Bethe-Bloch formula. The proton spectrum is used to determine the fit parameters in the Bethe-Bloch formula which are then extrapolated to other Z = 1 particles.
Summary
The framework software SπRITROOT has been developed to reconstruct and to analyze heavy ion collision data taken with the SπRIT TPC at RIBF, RIKEN, Japan. In this software, multipulse fitting, fast helix fitting, and fast POCA calculation are incorporated. The momentum reconstruction package GENFIT and the vertex reconstruction package RAVE have been successfully adapted to the box-type detector system. The position distribution of the reconstructed vertices reflects the structure of the experimental setup and the on-target events. In the correlation plot of energy loss and magnetic rigidity, pions, hydrogen isotopes, and helium isotopes are identified. The estimation of the reconstruction efficiencies of the particles using a Monte-Carlo simulation will be an important task for the future.
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